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Meetup in Memphis 2022
AMBC's 2022 In-Person Event, Sponsored by FedEx
Memphis Hilton | June 16-19, 2022

AMBC is excited to announce our next in-person event: a fourday learning, growing, and networking experience in Memphis,
Tennessee, June 16-19, 2022!
FedEx, AMBC's Platinum Trusted Supplier, will be sponsoring
this exciting event and the schedule promises to be packed
with exciting classes, tours, and speakers, and plenty of opportunities to share ideas with other AMBC Members. The
full slate of AMBC certified courses will be offered, including
classes on basic and advanced packing, domestic and global
shipping, mail receiving service and digital mailboxes, and
more, as well a number of other sessions on topics like social
media, business management, key performance indicators,
growing the right team, printing profitably, and store flow,
atmosphere, and design. We plan to tour Graceland and the
FedEx SuperHub too!
Check out ambc4me.org/events for the most current information, including more details that will be announced as they
are solidified. Be sure to block the dates off in your calendars
now and start getting excited about what you'll be able to
share with and learn from your fellow AMBC Members next
June in Memphis. We'll see you there!
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A Message From the AMBC Board Chair

Dear Fellow AMBC Members,
It has been my honor and privilege to serve as a volunteer on the AMBC Board of Directors for two terms,
doing what I can to help my fellow AMBC Members succeed. At the end of this year, I will be stepping down
as AMBC Board Chair and transitioning into a non-voting, ex officio role of Advisor to the Board, turning over
command of the AMBC ship in 2022 to my current co-captain, Norman, who has been voted in as the new
AMBC Board Chair; Crysta will become the new AMBC Board Vice Chair. They, along with other current voting board members Steve, Barry, and Mary, are going to do an amazing job this coming year, and I have full
confidence that they'll not only continue the growth we've been so humbled to see in this important organization, but considerably expand it.
William Shatner's recent trip into space this year has been on my mind. As I'm sure you know, he played
Captain Kirk in Star Trek and, this year, at age 90, became the oldest human to actually travel into space. My
thoughts then are for us to continue to strive for excellence in everything that we do. Seeds we plant and roles
we fill today, if done authentically, with energy, gratitude, generosity, and grace, may just lead to something
extraordinary in the future!
I would like share with you a powerful, paraphrased excerpt from a recent speech by the CEO of Google,
Sundar Pichai:
Imagine life is a game of five balls that you manipulate in the air, trying not to drop any. One of them
is rubber, and the rest are glass. The five balls are work, family, health, friends, and soul. It will not be
long before you realize that work is the rubber ball. Whenever you fall at work, you will jump up again.
But the other balls are made of glass. If one of them falls, it will not return to its previous form. It will
either be damaged, bruised, cracked, or even scattered. Manage your work efficiently during work
ing hours, take the time to be assured of your sincerity, and then give the necessary time to your family
and friends, take appropriate rest, and take care of your physical and spiritual health.
As always, enjoy another edition of MBC Today, replete with amazing tips to grow your businesses and
advice from fellow AMBC Members, like Norman’s top ten tips to grow your store and Barry’s amazing advice
about serving your community through relationship building and empathy. And please remember to mark your
calendars for AMBC's Meetup in Memphis, June 16-19th, 2022, sponsored by AMBC's Platinum Trusted Supplier, FedEx. Check out the details inside this issue.
Thank you for continued trust in AMBC. I look forward to seeing you in Memphis in June!
With gratitude, resilience, optimism, and collaboration, on behalf of the entire AMBC team,
“Shrimps” are little gems of inspiration and
information peppered throughout MBC Today.
“Energy is the key to creativity.
Energy is the key to life."
- William Shatner
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Fahim Mojawalla
Board Chair and Director of Motivation, AMBC
Co-Owner, Island Ship Center
#MembersHelpingMembers
#AMBC4ME #FahimFix
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Letter From the Editor

"What if the only things we woke up with tomorrow
were the things we expressed gratitude for today?"
Dear Readers,
I've seen and heard the above quote mentioned a few times in
different places and different iterations, but can't find where it
was first said. Most recently, I read a version of it in Jim Kwik's
book, Limitless, which Fahim recommended in a recent issue
of MBC Today. Regardless of its origin or exact phrasing, the
quote has power. Gratitude is so important. Gratitude reminds
us of what truly has value.
Speaking of gratitude, Thanksgiving will be here before we
know it, and then the holiday rush will be in full swing. Are you
ready for it? I've been connected to this industry for over 30
years, with plenty of holiday shipping seasons under my belt,
and I have a gut feeling that this year will be entirely unique. I
don't know exactly what to expect (other than to expect the
unexpected), but I do know that it's essential that we get ready
early and make it the best it can possibly be!
One of the best holiday preparation tips I've heard this year is to
order early. Get the supplies you'll need to make it through the
holiday shipping rush in hand as soon as possible. With supply
chain issues all over the news and their effects very real on our
own pending back orders, sourcing frustrations, and feelings of
still-in-this-pandemic angst, there's a very good chance that ordering at what you in other years may think is a normal time will
in fact be ordering too late. Make sure you have enough thermal
labels, receipt paper rolls, tape, boxes, bags, and bubblepack in
back stock before the bustling busy season begins.
Send your business's holiday cards as soon as possible so your
clients and contacts know you're thinking of them. Decorate
early. Blast those festive tunes. Brighten your neighborhood with
sparkly displays and colorful lights and spread holiday cheer in
your stores with warmth, kindness, and abundant gratitude.
Thank your guests and clients for their loyalty and support
through the past nearly two years of trying times. Thank your
teams for continuously doing their best to show up and work
with you, despite what challenges they may be facing at home
or school. Thank your family and friends for their patience with
you as you've navigated recent uncertainty. And thank yourself
for not giving up, but instead buckling down, pivoting, and growing through it all.
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Please enjoy this issue of MBC Today. It's chock full of important
articles, reminders, ideas, and stories that speak to gratitude
and the relationship-based business model that we push at
AMBC. We remain so grateful for all those who submit content,
and for all of you who take the time to read this publication cover
to cover...and then implement what you've gleaned from it in
your businesses and lives.
As this is the November / December MBC Today issue, per
tradition we'll be mailing it not only to all of our current AMBC
Members, but also as a special gift to all of AMBC's contacts,
including former members, prospective members, and friends of
our non-profit organization. If you're getting this magazine only
once per year, please visit ambc4me.org and check out the benefits of membership, then log in to see your current membership
status. We sometimes find that folks who get our eblasts and
follow our social posts may not realize that they're not actually
current AMBC Members and are missing out on so many of the
other benefits of membership, including the other five issues
of MBC Today that we send out each year. If you have trouble,
email hello@ambc4me.org and Kim or Brad will get you set up.
I'm really excited to see all of you in Memphis next June! It's
been so long since we've been able to have an in-person event
and we're gearing up to make AMBC's Meetup in Memphis an
outstanding four days of awesomeness, networking, education,
and enjoyment. There are so many new AMBC Members to
meet and so many old friends to catch up with. I can't wait!
With care and gratitude,

Marty Johnson

Editor, MBC Today
Director of Communication & Advisor to the Board, AMBC
Owner, Uncle Marty’s Shipping Office
askunclemarty.com | #AskUncleMarty

We love fresh voices in MBC
Today and would
love to hear from you! Pleas
e send your submissions and suggestions to ma
rty@ambc4me.org.

GOLD SPONSOR 2021

Leader in print, copy, scan,
indoor/outdoor wide-format printers,
and envelope printing technology
KEVIN KEATING

TOLL FREE 855-530-5790

|

KKEATING@PACIFICOFFICE.COM
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Industry News…
AMBC Elects New Board Officers

At the end of 2021, current AMBC Board Chair Fahim
Mojawalla will have finished two terms on the AMBC
Board of Directors and will step down as a voting
board member; he plans to transition into a new role
as a volunteer non-voting ex officio Advisor to the
Board and retain his Director of Motivation title.
Please join the entire AMBC team and membership
in thanking Fahim for his outstanding leadership
the past few years. Under his guidance, AMBC has
grown and developed into its authentic self, and has
truly found its grip and place as our industry's nonprofit trade association. Fahim has given countless
hours of his own time, inexhaustible energy, and
unsurpassed motivation to inspire, uplift, rejuvenate,
and serve this industry...and we all owe him our
deepest appreciation.
The AMBC Board of Directors is made up of AMBC
Members who volunteer their time to guide the
organization. They may serve up to two consecutive
three-year terms on the board, including up to two
consecutive two-year terms as board officers. This
is by design to keep the non-profit's leadership fresh,
able to adapt quickly and stay relevant in our everchanging industry.
After a recent election, the AMBC Board of Directors
is pleased to announce the following board roles and
staff positions for 2022:
Voting AMBC Board of Directors:

Director of Engagement & Board Chair: Norman Froscher
Director of Social Media & Board Vice Chair: Crysta Reeves
Director of Print for Profit & Board Treasurer: Steve Dick
Director of Mentorship & Board Secretary: Barry Risch
Director of Innovation: Mary Bray

Non-Voting AMBC Ex Officio Directors:

Director of Motivation & Advisor to the Board: Fahim Mojawalla
Director of Communication & Advisor to the Board: Marty Johnson

AMBC Staff:

Director of Operations: Kim Mahoney
Operations Executive: Brad Risch

Please join the AMBC board, staff, and membership in congratulating Norman Froscher and Crysta
Reeves, who will become the new AMBC Board
Chair and Vice Chair, respectively. We know they will
do an amazing job and are incredibly grateful that
they have humbly accepted their new roles on the
board. Here's to continued growth!
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Memphis Hilton Booked for AMBC's
Meetup in Memphis, June 16-19, 2022

AMBC is thrilled to announced that we've booked
the Memphis Hilton for our 2022 in-person event,
Meetup in Memphis, June 16-19. This property is
truly outstanding, described by Hilton as "Twentyseven floors tower above East Memphis, with
miles of views through floor-to-ceiling windows. Our
location near the I-240 loop offers easy access to
shopping and Poplar Corridor offices, and Memphis
International Airport is a 15-minute shuttle ride away.
Relax in the lobby bar and outdoor pool, and enjoy a
variety of dining options nearby."
Check out a photo of this outstanding property and
more about AMBC's Meetup in Memphis on page 5
of this issue of MBC Today.

AMBC Members Facebook Group

AMBC Members are invited to join the "AMBC Members" Facebook group. The link to the page is https://
www.facebook.com/groups/431918737542716 or
you can email hello@ambc4me.org and we'll be
happy to add AMBC Members in good standing to
the group. We hope this will be another tool to help
you innovate, grow, and stay relevant in our industry.
The new Facebook group is a private, members-only
group and a benefit of AMBC membership. AMBC
also has a public Facebook page at facebook.com/
AMBCToday that anyone can follow to see news,
ideas, inspiration, announcements, and more. Make
sure you give it a like so you don't miss a post!

Saturday Spotlight

Check out AMBC's Facebook page every Saturday
for our AMBC Member #SaturdaySpotlight featuring
a new store each week that fellow AMBC Members
can follow and learn from.
Would you like your store's Facebook page checked
out and followed by other AMBC Members? Email
Crysta Reeves, AMBC Director of Social Media, at
crysta@ambc4me.org to be considered for a future
#SaturdaySpotlight.

COVID-19 Resources Page

AMBC has a special resource page where you’ll find
the latest updates from carriers, regulations, and
safety measures regarding COVID-19. Our home
page at ambc4me.org has been updated to direct
you to this resource for ease of access.

Holiday Prep Town Hall Meeting

Please join AMBC on Thursday, November 4th, at
7:00 p.m. EDT for a holiday prep town hall meeting.
The AMBC Board of Directors and staff will be sharing insights from their 100+ years of combined industry experience, which means they've collectively
and successfully weathered 100+ holiday shipping
seasons! From when to order supplies to in-store
crowd and line management, essential marketing
tips, staffing, and relationship-building musts, this
town hall meeting is important to prepare you for the
upcoming holiday shipping season.
We'll be gearing this town hall meeting toward our
dozens of new AMBC Members, in order to help
prepare them for a season like they've never seen
before, and know there will be a lot of great information for seasoned store owners alike to learn from,
share, and discuss to benefit us all. So, whether
you're new to this or a long-time holiday shipping
veteran, we hope you'll participate in this town
hall meeting so we can all keep growing together.
#MembersHelpingMembers #AMBC4ME
Please email Kim Mahoney, AMBC Director of Operations, at kim@ambc4me.org for a registration link.
And, if you're reading this news article after November 4th, remember that recordings of all of AMBC's
popular town hall meetings are available for AMBC
Members to watch in the members-only resources
section of ambc4me.org.
Keep an eye on your inbox and on AMBC's social
posts for more upcoming town hall meetings…and
be sure to sign up and participate if you can!

Patty & Larry Hinkle Celebrate Retirement

Congratulations to long-time AMBC Members Patty
and Larry Hinkle who, after over two decades as
owners of The Postal Shoppe with two locations
in Rockford, Illinois,
have welcomed new
owners Didee Desai
and Pritesh Patel to
take the reigns of the
outstanding business
they lovingly built. Patty
and Larry are kicking
off their retirement with
a long-awaited RV trip
across the country.

Mail Center Plus Celebrates 30 Years

September 10th marked the 30th anniversary of the
business that began as Mail Center Plus and is now
Spry's Mail Center-Plus in Wheeling, West Virginia.
Mail Center has shipped over a million packages
to destinations all around the world. Tens of thousands of loyal clients have stood by it for the past
three decades, with the very first client who walked
through the doors on September 10th, 1991, shipping a used and abused pair of Red Wing boots. In
addition, the business has sponsored countless
community events, funded local scholarships
and is still the only local business to offer UPS,
FedEx, DHL, and USPS under one roof. At one
point, The Mail Center was the largest packing
and shipping store in the tri-state Ohio Valley
area. Over the years, AMBC has often called
upon Mail Center's leadership to present workshops and convention presentations regarding
its business practices and success.

Original owner, Steve Merrick, passed the baton
to an incredibly dynamic new owner and Wheeling leader, Stacy Spry. The two owners have had
the benefit of serving with some stellar managers and staff over the years, and we are proud
to call Mail Center one of our oldest and most
influential AMBC Members.

In Memoriam: Todd Gentner

The AMBC family mourns the loss of AMBC Member
Todd Gentner, a warm soul who always had a kind
word and a big, bright smile at industry events. Our
thoughts remain with the rest of the Gentner family
and the team at Postal Plus in Adrian, Michigan.
https://andersonfuneralservices.com/tribute/details/3634/Todd-Gentner/obituary.html
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Top Ten

by Norman Froscher

Remember when we couldn’t wait for 2020 to
be over so we could get back to a normal way of
operating? Well, 2021 is almost over and, while I
hate the phrase “new normal,” things have definitely
changed. Now more than ever it’s imperative that
we be adaptable, flexible, and willing to change
ourselves and our businesses so that we can grow,
prosper, and remain relevant.

of it. Every year, we’ve removed either a service or
product that just wasn’t cutting the mustard. Fahim
and Seema recently eliminated fax services at their
store. We stopped being a UPS Access Point. Marty
discontinued passport photos. Your business decision will likely be different, but get rid of at least one
thing that isn’t working.

7. Try something new. Just like with eliminating a

When David Letterman hosted the Late Show, he
was famous for his top ten lists. So, here’s my top
ten list of things you should do. It may not be funny
like Letterman's, but I’ve seen successful stores do
these things and I truly believe that they will help you
achieve your goals. Following Late Show tradition,
we'll count down:

product or service, add something you haven’t previously tried. Two years ago, with the closure of Toys
R Us, we doubled down on our selection of Melissa
and Doug toys. There’s now a small but profitable
footprint of our retail area dedicated to it. Last year
we began selling our own brand of coffee online and
in the store. For you, it may be offering digital mailboxes if you haven’t yet, but definitely try something
new. We must diversify or we will die (or at least
stagnate, which may be worse).

10. Join a local networking group. Whether it’s

6. Take a break. Sometime in 2022, take some

your Chamber of Commerce or a paid or free networking group, being involved in a group expands
your reach. I’m currently in a BNI group as a printer
which has helped increase our printing revenue, but
the same membership has led to connections and
relationships that have helped with many different
revenue streams. Much like AMBC is a networking group for store owners, you need to invest in a
networking group in your local community.

9. Dedicate one hour a week to social media. Set

it up as a weekly appointment and stick to it. We’ve
said in town hall meetings and events how important
it is to be consistent in your social media. If it's a
weekly agenda item, it will force you to be consistent.
You can schedule your posts during this hour for
the week and cross-post on the different platforms
you use. If you need help, reach out to either me or
AMBC's Director of Social Media, Crysta Reeves.
#MembersHelpingMembers

8. Eliminate a weak or under-performing revenue

stream. Hopefully, you’re doing at least an annual
KPI (key performance indicator) evaluation of your
different revenue streams. Find that sector that’s
causing you to spend too much time or dedicate too
much space without an adequate return and get rid
10 – MBC Today | November / December 2021 | ambc4me.org

time away from your store so that you can rest and
recharge. We wear so many different hats as entrepreneurs and small business owners that it seems
like we’re always doing something. You may not
need to do what Steve did by actually shutting down
his store for a week, but you need to find a way
to get off the roller coaster so you can come back
refreshed and ready to grow.

5.

Refresh your brick and mortar. We rearrange
things at least quarterly. Move things around.
Change things up. Every time we do, we get a guest
who asks when we started offering that newlymoved product or service. Usually the answer is
when we first opened, but guests often have blinders on and this can open their eyes to something
new. It may also open your eyes and, at the very
least, knock some dust off a display or shelf.

4.

Refresh your brand. Have you updated your
logo? Most major companies alter theirs every few
years. Change the colors, fonts, or update your tag
line to stay fresh. Refresh your store signage and
flyers. Are you still using Gmail, Yahoo, or AOL for
your store email address? Upgrade to a customized
URL email. It makes you look more professional and
is not very expensive.

3.

Take better care of yourself. I’ve been amazed
at the transformation Fahim has accomplished
since he eliminated sugar from his diet and began
exercising. Find an activity that you enjoy that will
help you get in better shape. You’ll feel better and
be less stressed.

2.

Plan an exit strategy for your business. Just
like you needed a business plan when you started,
you need a plan to eventually sell your business. It
might not be for a year, two years, or a decade, but
having a plan in place will make things go much
smoother when it is that time.
And...

Your low-cost
international
shipping option.

1.

The best thing you can do to help yourself and
your business is to attend AMBC’s Meetup in Memphis, June 16-19, 2022. Mark the dates and plan on
attending. While it may seem like a shameless plug,
attending AMBC events provide valuable networking
and training. The relationships you make will last for
years. See you there!

Norman Froscher and his wife Lisa co-own
Espresso Mail in West Palm Beach, Florida and
Norman serves on the AMBC Board of Directors
as Director of Engagement and Board Vice Chair.
When he’s not packing, shipping, or printing, he’s
looking for a good cup of coffee or espresso, which
makes it really convenient that he has a coffee bar
in his store. #NormanKnows

Sign up today with zero activation fees and start
earning additional revenue
• Expand your service offering

• Offer low-cost shipping to over 40 European countries
• Reduce walk-outs due to high shipping costs

• Sign up today at: InternationalPackageShipping.com

Call 413-693-0065 or email info@InternationalPackageShipping.com

"Happiness is like a butterfly. The more you chase it, the more it will elude you. But, if
you turn your attention to other things, it will come and sit softly on your shoulder."
										- Thoreau
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The Power of Relationship-Based Business

Earlier this fall, on Boss’s Day, Seema, Fahim, and
Marty met for a long-overdue dinner. It was the first
time the trio had all been together since the pandemic hit and, as they feasted on dish after dish of
amazing Turkish food, they talked about their families, friends, businesses, teams, challenges, hopes,
and opportunities. As the evening went on, and as
their conversations often tend to do, they focused
on what they agree to be the be-all, end-all key to
their entrepreneurial successes and future growth:
a relationship-based business model.

Growing the right relationships is essential to thriving
in the 21st century business world. So important, in
fact, that they wanted to highlight the message once
again with some examples from their own experience to show just how valuable positive relationships are.
Schenectady, Scotland, and a Singer
This past summer, an energetic retired couple
walked into Uncle Marty’s Shipping Office toting a
heavy antique Singer sewing machine. They had
just driven almost three hours across Upstate New
York to get to Ithaca from Schenectady, based solely
on a recommendation from a friend of theirs that Uncle Marty’s was going to give them the best service
and packing expertise that they could find anywhere.
The Singer machine was very important to them and
needed to be packed as safely as possible, then
shipped to their daughter in Scotland.
Singer sewing machine at Uncle Marty’s Shipping
Office, September 2021

Fahim and Marty at Pittsford Dairy in Rochester,
New York, on Boss’s Day, October 2021

by Seema Mojawalla, Fahim Mojawalla, and Marty Johnson

The opposite of relationship-based business is
transactional-based business. This is exactly what
it sounds like: maximizing the dollar you’re able
to get out of someone before they eventually go
somewhere else, or, perhaps less cynically, simply seeing each person who comes through your
doors as a customer—a transaction, a number, or
someone whose name you don’t need to remember because you really don’t care how their experience was or what they say, think, or do next. While
the transactional-based business model is all too
common and might lead to temporary financial
gain for some, it’s not sustainable for the long run.
It’s also not going to provide the true success—as
in going to bed content that you’ve done the right
thing and made a positive impact—that a relationship-based business model will.

When they arrived and told the Uncle Marty’s team
that they had come so far for their service, the team
was incredibly touched. And amazed. And humbled.
And frankly flabbergasted! Of course, the team did
their absolute best packing job on it and the couple’s
daughter in Scotland was thrilled when she got it
safe and sound. Do you know who recommended
Uncle Marty’s to that couple? It was Marty’s former
competitor, Joanne.

Seema, Fahim, and Marty have been teaching and
preaching a relationship-based business model
for years in their coaching, in their writing, in their
classes, in industry forums, and with their teams.

The word “competitor” is used to give some context,
but that term really doesn’t apply in this situation.
Before Joanne retired and left the industry last year,
she and Marty were more compatriots than com-
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The ISC Family at Island Ship Center, April 2021

Customers Guests
Seema and Fahim don’t allow bad words to be
spoken at their store. They don’t use them in their
own conversations, they don’t allow their team to
use them, and they try their best to limit their guests
from using them. It’s a simple choice that makes
the environment at their business, Island Ship
Center (ISC) in Grand Island, New York, a more
positive, inclusive, non-offensive, and welcoming
place. Do you know what one of the most-banned
bad words at ISC is? It’s the word “customer.” And
why is that a bad word? Well, “customer” refers to
a transaction—an exchange of money for goods or
services with not much deeper value to the interaction or relationship than that.

Instead of “customer,” the ISC family uses the
word “guest,” because a guest is someone you
invite, welcome, appreciate, go out of your way
to accommodate, and try to get to know. A guest
is someone you value and want to show your

gratitude for. A guest understands that they’re in
someone else’s space, and their behavior reflects
that understanding just as the ISC family’s behavior reflects the understanding that guests are to be
welcomed at ISC just as they’d be welcomed at
anyone’s home, with warmth and smiles.
Another word choice that Seema and Fahim make
is that team members at ISC are referred to as
members of the “ISC family,” not just “employees”
or “team members.” It’s another simple vernacular
shift that makes a huge difference in individuals’
feelings of value and worth, and in others’ understanding of what type of relationships are important
in their company culture.
Rosie’s Wonders
Rosie's Wonders cards arrive at Uncle
Marty’s Shipping Office, October 2021

petitors. Joanne owned an independent shipping
store in the same town, just about a mile away from
Uncle Marty’s, and their businesses indeed overlapped on a number of core services. They gave
each other space, tried to respect each other’s core
strengths and territories, and through it all knew
they could count on each other for a little boost,
advice, recommendation, or—in a pinch—a bag of
peanuts. They never bad-mouthed or attacked one
another, and instead built a mutually beneficial relationship. When she retired, Joanne recommended
Uncle Marty’s to her friends, family, and clients. It
was an outstanding act of grace and kindness,
and Marty will be grateful for the snowball effect of
that mass endorsement for years to come. And, of
course, for telling her friends from Schenectady the
best way to get their Singer to Scotland.

Marty met Rosie at a gift show a number of years
ago. She had a booth selling her delightful line of
greeting cards, Rosie’s Wonders. Marty loved her
line and ordered a small tabletop display, picking
out his favorite styles to sell at his shop. The quality of the cards was great and he thought they’d
appeal to his market, adding more flavor to his
catered, hand-selected mix of unique and hard-tofind greeting cards that Uncle Marty’s has become
well known for.
In very short order, the display and cards arrived…
and they did quite well. Eventually, when they
dwindled on the display, the remnants were mixed
into Marty’s big wall of cards so that the floor space
in his small shop could be freed up for another new
line, continuing the cycle of change and fresh product that is essential to any retail operation.
Rosie’s Wonders and Uncle Marty’s Shipping Office’s business accounts followed each other on
Instagram, and every now and then a like would
pop up between the two. It was a relationship of
appreciation that was established years ago and
continues to this day. Then, this past summer,
Rosie sent a hand-written postcard (of her own
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design, of course, and consistent with her distinctive
brand), checking in, saying hi, expressing genuine,
heartfelt gratitude for that now-years-ago initial order,
and offering a discount code in case Marty wanted
to do a reorder.
Marty was so impressed! What a shining example of
relationship-based business! Of course, he hopped
right onto rwcards.com and placed an order for
more styles, appreciating some of the new designs
Rosie recently released. Right away, Rosie sent a
note of thanks for that order and the cards arrived
in just a few days—accompanied by an Instagram
post sharing with both her and Marty’s audiences
that they had been shipped, which Marty reciprocated with a post after they were received.
Border Blocks and Buffalo Bills
Like most businesses, Island Ship Center (ISC) was
dramatically affected by the pandemic. Being seven
minutes from the Canadian border, ISC has many
mailboxes (virtual and physical) for their Canadian
guests. Fahim, Seema, and their entire team have
personal relationships with every mailbox holder at
ISC; they even purchased a separate iPhone in January 2021 to keep in touch with every mailbox and
package holding guest via text message, making it
easy to connect and follow up with their needs. As a
result, they’ve seen an increase in their international
shipping (specifically to Canada) by 35% in the past
year; many clients who were frequenting other businesses for their mailbox needs switched to ISC’s
mailbox and package holding services based on this
relationship model and ISC’s service flexibility.
Many U.S.-based clients rely on Seema and Fahim's shipping services based solely on their reputation for excellence and their social media presence, which concentrates on their relationships with
clients and their team. One such guest is Sandy
from South Carolina, a delightful woman who was
originally from Buffalo and had moved to the south
to retire. She is a devout Buffalo Bills fan and even
has a coveted, signed Jim Kelly football as part of
her treasures. When she visited her son recently in
the Buffalo area, she picked up all her Buffalo Bills
belongings and brought them to Island Ship Center,
refusing to take them with her on the plane. She
knew that Fahim and Seema would pack and ship
her items to her home in South Carolina safely and
with much care. When the items arrived, she texted
them with glee, “Everything arrived safely, and a
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day before I was expecting them. You are the best.
Thank you so much!”
Signed Jim Kelly football at Island
Ship Center, October 2021

The Power of Relationship-Based Business

Happy feelings like this are what is created from
a relationship-based business—one that prides
itself on empathy and collaboration. In the end, the
transactions are also much greater! ISC is growing its print, mailbox, packing and shipping model
gracefully and regularly every month as a result of
focusing on guest-centric relationships.
Cut Out Negativity
Positive relationships are essential, but keep in
mind that some people just aren’t going to be your
people...and that’s okay. There are jerks, egomaniacs, and all kinds of unkind, selfish people in this
world. While you can’t always avoid them completely, you don’t have to give them any more of your
time, effort, or emotion than absolutely necessary.
There are times when forming a positive relationship will just be flat-out impossible, and occasionally positive relationships can turn sour. If you find
a connection you have with a person, business, or
organization has become something that drains
you, hurts you, breaks your trust, goes against your
code of ethics, or stresses you out too much, do
your best to cut it off and let it be.
Since 2017, Marty, Fahim, and Seema have met up
in Toronto each fall to attend a summit—a multi-national gathering of entrepreneurs, business leaders,
thought provokers, artists, authors, and influencers. There, they’ve learned from amazing minds
like Lisa Nichols, Elizabeth Gilbert, Daymond John,
Haben Girma, Lewis Howes, Jim Kwik, Simon
Sinek, Seth Godin, and dozens of other speakers
and attendees. They’ve taken countless pages of
notes and applied lessons learned to their personal
lives and businesses many times over. The summit has always been a favorite event of theirs and
something they valued so much that they upgraded
their registrations for the 2020 event.

When the 2020 summit was postponed until 2021,
and then again until 2022, eventually landing on a
weekend when the trio could not attend, it became
apparent that something within the organization
that hosts the summit had changed. Not only had
the re-rescheduled summit been moved to a difficult weekend when many people would not be
free, but there was now a strict no-refunds policy
on prepaid registrations for attendees who could
not make the new date.

Marty and Fahim in Toronto, September 2017

It was a shocking policy. Whether the event’s hosting organization changed hands or they just had a
dramatic shift in mindset and heart is unclear. But
whatever the cause, the organization had clearly
taken a major wrong turn from a relationship-based
business model to a transactional-based one, and
that was not only unacceptable, but went against
the principles Marty, Fahim, and Seema had
so gainfully gleaned from the positive, forthright
speakers the summit had hosted in years past.
Disappointed, the trio had to write it off, unfollow,
unfriend, and unsubscribe from the organization…
and just let it be.

In Summary
Relationships are found in all areas of business.
We build them with our coworkers and teams, with
our suppliers, with our carriers, with our drivers,
with our communities, with our fellow entrepreneurs, with our neighbors, and with our clients and
guests. Like most good things, relationships often
start simply with a smile, a kind word, a show of
faith, or a little encouragement. Once established,
they may take some care to nurture, require a little
more effort to build, and then come full circle when
they get to the point of trust, advocacy, and genuine care for each other’s best interests. Really, it all
boils down to the golden rule: treat others as you’d

like to be treated yourself. With this simple formula, you have nowhere to go but up.
Volumes could be written with countless examples
of how time and effort invested in forging positive relationships can lead to significant business
growth. It’s something Seema, Fahim, and Marty
see every single day, without fail. Extra care for a
neighbor shipping a piece of artwork can lead to
an auction client from whom you bill nearly six figures annually. Upbeat participation in some committees at City Hall can lead to winning a printing
bid for the entire gamut of city officials’ business
cards, and eventually the municipality’s banners,
signs, and custom stationery. Doing your best on
a small printing job for one university department’s
administrator can open the door to being the go-to
printing and shipping solution for dozens of other
departments, and eventually earning the business
of the university president herself.
There are a number of ingredients to successful
positive relationships, including respect, empathy,
understanding, trust, and gratitude. Each ingredient is very important; when one is missing, the
formula isn’t complete and the magic isn’t wholly
there. When you start frequently hearing things
like “I hear you’re the place to come to” and “I
couldn’t get over how many five-star reviews your
business has” and when you start receiving thank
you cards and emails from clients and guests who
are just so impressed by the experience they had
that they had to express their gratitude, then you
know you have the magic. This is the sweet spot.
This is when a business is on its way to becoming
a true success.
Seema Mojawalla has a unique viewpoint that is
fresh, forward-thinking, and focused. She has a
passion for finding the perfect products to sell at
Seema Boutique, located within the Spa of Shipping, Island Ship Center, an experience-based retail shipping spa five miles south of Niagara Falls
in Grand Island, New York, which she co-owns
with her husband Fahim. #QueenofRetail
Fahim Mojawalla is a social media guru known
for his love of hashtags. He uses them to explain
his #FahimFix ideas. He serves on the AMBC
Board of Directors as Director of Motivation and
Board Chair and, along with his wife Seema, is
an effervescent co-owner of Island Ship Center,
the Spa of Shipping. #FahimFix
Marty Johnson is an entrepreneur, writer, and
business coach. He serves as Director of Communication and Advisor to the Board for AMBC
and Editor of MBC Today. He runs Uncle Marty's
Shipping Office in Ithaca, New York, where he's
also Co-Founder of the Collegetown Small Business Alliance. #AskUncleMarty
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Oops!
We all make mistakes. Share yours anonymously, along with what you did to resolve it, so we can all learn and grow together.
A Broken Censer
Rupert has been a client of ours for a number of years. He has a passion for antiquities and rare artwork and,
from time to time, will send pieces he's found to an appraiser he works closely with to find out their value
before either adding them to his collection or putting them up for sale.
Last year, Rupert brought in a big bulging box. It was more round than rectangular and when he brought it
in he asked us to help him open it so he could look at the contents and then have them repacked and sent
to his contact for valuation. This was a little different, as usually he'll bring in pieces he's already examined
himself, but this time the box containing what he had just acquired came to him in such strange roundness
that he wanted to open it up with us together.
We cut the box open and found rigid EPS (expanded polystyrene) pieces stuffed very tightly around an item
wrapped in countless layers of bubblepack. Whoever shipped it to him must have thought that the more
packing material they could use, the better, but failed to realize that, without double boxing and with so much
material packed into a box so that it made the whole box appear round, the pressure on the item inside was
tremendous. Anyway, after quite a good amount of time unwrapping, we finally got to the item: a beautiful
light green porcelain censer that he believed was made in China hundreds of years ago.
The piece was stunning. We promised we'd pack it very safely—with secure material but not so tight it puts
pressure on it, and of course double boxed—before shipping it to the appraiser. We set it aside, alone on a
packing table, and would pack it up as soon as we had time.
A little later on, one of my team members made a fresh cup of coffee and went to set his mug down on the
packing table with the censer on it. In doing so, he just barely touched the mug to the censer by accident and
one of the censer's little legs promptly fell right off. It was a clean break, but it made no sense. How could
we have handled this thing with our client, looked it over, and even unpacked it from such intense packaging
without it breaking, and why would the lightest of taps from a coffee mug cause it to break?
It didn't matter. We had clearly damaged it. My team member was beside himself with guilt, apologizing up
and down and wanting to make things right. I told him that we'd of course make it right and that he shouldn't
lose sleep. We're fully insured, we have cameras everywhere, we took detailed pictures and made notes of
exactly what happened, and we'd figure out a good solution.
I emailed our client and his response blew me away. He told us not to worry about it. He was convinced that
the leg was either pre-broken and glued on before it was sent to us, or the pressure the censer was under
in its original packaging put too much stress on it, and the mug tap was just the final straw that caused it to
break. He asked us to pack it up and ship it on to the appraiser, and the appraiser would analyze it and see
what the best course of action was. In my email, I told our client that we'd make it right, even if that meant
that I would personally buy the censer off of him for its appraised value. But, he wouldn't hear of it. He would
figure it out with the appraiser.
So, we packed it up and sent it on its way. The appraiser did his thing and our client never batted an eye in
his loyalty, trust, and advocacy for our business. He appreciated our forthrightness, honesty, offer to make
it right, and said he would never consider going anywhere else. To this day, he ships with us often, trusts us
with precious artifacts he sources, and continues to bring us more business through his glowing recommendations.
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What's a Dollar Worth?
												by Barry Risch

You may not believe it, but my brother Brad and I speak daily. What do we talk about? Always a number of
things: family, politics, daily news and views, and the conversations always include my current business
activities. Though he now serves as AMBC Operations Executive and a tremendous resource for AMBC
Members, Brad did not find his initial success in our industry, but has lived my success as he has listened to
my daily struggles and challenges through our daily conversations. One day in conversation I explained the
following experience I had to Brad and, with his encouragement and collaboration, I decided to share the
story with my fellow AMBC Members.
As small business owners in the pack and ship business we all share common experiences—the challenges
and rewards of being a business owner, being your own boss, striving to reach your own goals and objectives, and the satisfaction and challenges of building a team and servicing clients. The sobering truth is we
handle a lot of details, make a lot of decisions, and easily can fall into the trap of the business running us
instead of us running the business.
The huge challenge of running a business can be daunting and lonely. Often you must make a call, decide
on a policy, or make a business decision that may have long-term effects on your business. I have found
that being part of the AMBC community has often removed the anxiety of being in this all on my own. When I
read MBC Today articles, follow posts on our Facebook page, or talk to fellow AMBC Members about issues
and strategies, I am reminded that I am not on my own. I am part of a powerful community and resource to
help me through those times when the path is not clearly defined.
This brings me to a recent revelation I want to share so that you might get some insight or inspiration. Two
years ago, I bought a second store. A pack and ship business in my home town was struggling and the landlord, whom I have known for years, approached me to clue me in on what was happening with one of his tenants. No one wanted to see the store close for many reasons, so I approached the owner to see if we could
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agree on some terms. Long story short, the three
of us—the owner, the landlord, and I—were able to
reach an agreement that gave me a comfort zone
to grow my business profile.
I soon realized that, although I was the new owner
of the business, the business was not mine. It was
not run the way I ran my other store. Many procedures and policies were quite different. Some could
stay, some needed to go. This had nothing to do
with employees, it was all about procedures and
policies.
The previous owner charged one dollar per prepaid drop-off. One return, one dollar. Five returns,
five dollars. I had never heard or thought of such a
thing, but it did have me wondering if this was the
key to making a few extra dollars for the effort of
handling those packages. But something about it
hit me wrong. It just did not seem to generate the
level of convenience and service that I have grown
to provide at my other store. Facing an uncertain
future in a business that was struggling, I felt every
dollar would help, but taking a buck out of the hand
of a guest with whom I want to build a relationship did not seem to be a welcoming gesture of
service and convenience. The next option to drop
off a shipment was a twenty mile drive, and it just
seemed like I would be taking advantage of the
situation and generating ill will for a lousy dollar.
I stopped the policy. From here on out, free dropoffs. The few returning guests were delighted. It's a
small community. I heard from various people that
the word was out; it was getting good reviews.
The bottom line is that two years later, our monthly
drop-off rate has doubled and even tripled some
months. I attribute this to regularly returning guests,
to previous guests coming back who in the past
would not patronize the store because of the dollar
drop-off policy, and to the overall organic growth
of new guests coming in the door for whom we
provide service with a smile and create a good first
impression—the first step in a client relationship.
Yes, we are working harder, moving more packages than the business has since its beginning.
Thanks to my wife Kathy, we have put together
a dynamic retail area with unique gift items that
should maybe be named "Kathy's Corner." Thanks
to my great staff who greet guests with smiles, we
continue to build relationships with our guests and
clients. This has become the buzz of the community. I'm not sure if it is a coincidence or a given, but

the overall sales have increased proportionally to
the increase in drop-offs.
I feel that I made the right decision. It feels right to
me. I feel our traffic growth and guest exposure is of
much more value than that dollar drop-off fee.
I am not saying that this is the only answer or that
drop-off fees are bad. My decision was based on
the location, the community, and a new fresh brand
for the business as I continue to try to take this store
to the next level. This is not an article about "Dropoff Fees—Good or Bad," it is about a process of
continual observation and adjustment with which we
should approach every day.
I don't always make the right decisions. None of us
do. But in this case I can look back and have the
confidence to know that, based on my values, this
was the right decision to make.
AMBC is all about members helping members. I
hope that my experience with my lonely decision
informs you in some small way to help you get
through one of your own lonely decisions some day.
Barry Risch has been an AMBC Member since
2003 and currently serves on the AMBC Board
of Directors as Director of Mentorship and Board
Secretary. He and his wife Kathy live in the Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania area where Barry owns The
Shipping Depot in Allison Park and Premier Postal
Plus in Sarver. #MentorBarry

Suggested blog post:
"10 Shipping Facts You
Need to Know"
by Brian Gibbs on the
Refund Retriever blog
https://www.refundretriever.com/
blog/10-shipping-facts-you-needto-know

"Embrace uncertainty. Some of the
most beautiful chapters in our lives
won't have a title until much later."
- unknown
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#iamAMBC New AMBC Members Spotlight
A brief introduction to some of the many new AMBC Members we've welcomed in 2021

neighbors helping neighbors) and through that we deliver
three main product groups: pack/ship/mail, business/print
services, and a boutique gift shop.
My partner has managed gift shops for many years and
finding unique gift items that people love is his superpower! We recently launched a new website where we
can process gift orders online and provide in-store pickup
and that has been very helpful in growing the business
and getting our brand out there.

Hi, I'm Ayden and I own Postmarked & Co. along with
my partner / other half Drew and our French bulldog,
people greeter, store mascot, and the "real boss," Toby!
I'm happy to meet you and if you are ever near our store
please do stop in and say hello!
I grew up in a postal family and quite literally in the back
of a post office! My grandmother worked at the post office for 50 years in the small town I grew up in and after
school I would go to the post office and stamp all the
return-to-sender letters. (Who doesn't love a good oldschool heavy stamp that makes that kerplunk sound?!?)
In high school my very first job was at an independent
pack and ship store, and it is there I learned a strong
work ethic, how to talk to people and provide great service, and how to remember clients by their box number
so that by the time they were at the counter I had the
mail ready with a smile (thanks, Grandma!)
Into college I took a very different path—my undergraduate degree is in retail management and my master's degree is in technology management. I eventually became
a technologist for a big bank and have been a technologist for many years now, but I always thought about the
pack and ship store business.
Back in the Spring of 2021 an opportunity arose to purchase an existing independent store and I jumped at it—
it just felt like home to me, and it is also why I renamed
it to Postmarked & Co., a nod to where it all started
for me. Our store focuses on one main area: the best
human interaction and customer service around (we're
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If I'm being honest, I joined AMBC for the neighborhood
store peanut bags, but alas we don't have those anymore (bring them back please), but I also joined for the
community. I have a lot of experience bringing technology and retail together and I am very passionate about
helping others succeed too! We might be competitors in
the market, but we are all here to build our businesses,
grow, and learn together, and show our customers why
we're so much better than going to chain stores!
I want to leave you with two things I've learned over the
years that have always made the difference for me: First,
remember that if better is even possible, good is never
enough—don't get into that mediocre mode because that
is an easy rut to get in but a very hard one to get out of.
Second, Maya Angelou taught me that no matter what is
going on always be a rainbow in someone else's cloud.
No matter how bad your day is, someone is always
having it worse, many times in ways you can't see. Take
those few precious moments you have with your customer and be a rainbow in their cloud. I promise you will
have a customer for life, and you will be amazed at how
it helps you too!
AMBC Member Name: Ayden Daubigne
Business Name: Postmarked & Co.
Business Address: 20619 Torrence Chapel Road,
Suite 116, Cornelius NC 28031
Website: www.postmarkedco.com
Facebook: /postmarkedco
Instagram: @postmarkedco
Twitter: @postmarkedco
Email: If you ever want to chat, want to bounce an idea
off of me, or just need someone to commiserate with,
feel free to email me at ayden@postmarkedco.com

AMBC Member Names: Mohamed Z Husain & Robin McCain Husain
Business Name: RBFineArts Shipping Inc.
Business Address: 375 E Burleigh Boulevard, Tavares FL 32778
Website: rbfshipping.net
Facebook: RBFineArts Shipping Inc.
What is your background? We have been in the retail business and management
side of business for most of our careers.
Are you new to the industry? We are brand new to running a packing and shipping
business. We had no experience running and operating the business but have enjoyed
learning everything. We have been provided with wonderful sources of information and
knowledge.
What are your store's core services? We provide all of your packing and shipping
needs as well as copying, faxing, scanning, mailboxes, and notary services. We also
offer retail packing and shipping supplies to our local community. We will be adding additional services soon.
What are your growth aspirations? We hope to continue for many years in our local
community.
What brought you to AMBC? We were referred to AMBC by excellent resources
within PostalMate.

My name is Georgia Enslow and my husband Neil and I opened Liberty Pack & Ship in Pueblo West, Colorado, in the fall of 2021.
We have owned an online estate auction company, 345 Auction, for
the past nine years and began doing online exclusively for the past
seven years. This platform required shipping—a lot of shipping! In
January of 2021, Neil came up with the idea of opening and I took the
ball and ran.
We have completed an extensive remodel of our 5,000 square foot
building and made the pack and ship location into 1,000 square feet
of great space. We are in a busy location; the local contract USPS
is in our same shopping center. We offer UPS, FedEx, USPS, and
are hoping soon for DHL. We have used freight shipping in the past
as well. We have mailboxes, virtual mailboxes, FotoZoomer, Wish
pickup, U-Haul, and shredding services. We sell Leanin’ Tree greeting
cards, local organic honey, and shipping and office supplies.

AMBC Member Name: Georgia Enslow
Business Name: Liberty Pack & Ship
Business Address: 448 S McColloch
Boulevard, Pueblo West CO 81007
Website: www.ShipLiberty.com
Facebook: Liberty Pack & Ship
Email: Georgia@ShipLiberty.com

Customer service is a priority for us; we want to offer the best! We
have three employees who are doing a great job and are all excited
(but nervous!) about the upcoming holiday season.
We joined AMBC with the recommendation of Noelle Wright from
Pack & Ship Plus in Colorado Springs. She has been so helpful and
gracious with her time to help these newbies! We are look forward
to learning more and hopefully meet other business owners in the
months to come.
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New AMBC Members Spotlight

Continued from page 23

AMBC Member Name: Mark McCoy
Business Name: The Mail Box Store of Porter, Texas
Business Address: 21898 FM-1314, Suitte C, Porter TX 77365
Website: www.shipportertx.com
Hello! My name is Mark McCoy and I own and operate The
Mail Box Store of Porter, Texas. I opened the store in August
2021 in the big town of Porter, just north of Houston. After
researching this business for over 10 years, I felt the time was
right to dive in and make the commitment.
Pre/post opening, the challenge of supply logistics was a key hurdle and I've narrowed down the list to operate on an even keel. I work a full-time job selling instrumentation in the oil and gas sectors plus managing the
store and two full-time and one part-time employees. We offer virtual and private mailboxes, copies, faxes,
scanning, U-Haul, notary, packing supplies, FedEx, USPS, Amazon Hub / Pudo, DHL, and many other services. We are open to new ideas for products and services that will assist in getting our store off the ground.
We joined AMBC to stay on top of the rapid changes within this industry and hope to obtain gainful insight on
the experience and services that AMBC and its members offer.
AMBC Member Names: Didee Desai & Pritesh Patel
Business Name: The Postal Shoppe
Business Addresses:
1643 N Alpine Road, Suite 104, Rockford IL 61107
2205 S Perryville Road, Rockford IL 61108
Website: www.postalshoppes.com
Facebook: /ThePostalShoppe
Email: postalshoppe@aol.com
I, Pritesh Patel, and my partner, Didee Desai, recently took over both locations of The Postal Shoppe in Rockford, Illinois. We both have variety of retail experiences of more than 20 years. Pritesh had worked as a UPS
franchisee for more than two years in the past, so he is not new to the shipping industry. We both have wide
ranges of experience in the franchised retail food / restaurant industry. We both are college graduates with
bachelor's and master's degrees, respectively.
Our store's core service is exceptional customer service, ease, and convenience. The Postal Shoppe has been
in business for more than 21 years and is well known to the community for all their shipping needs that include
UPS, FedEx, DHL, and Spee-Dee. We also provide passport photo services, notary services, and copy center
services, including lamination. We would like to expand ourselves to the entire city of Rockford and serve the
community for all their needs making us a one-stop spot.
The previous owners of The Postal Shoppe recommended that AMBC is the best to join and get all the support
and knowledge.

Suggested podcast episode:
“Netflix's Marc Randolph Knows What Works”
on Business Unusual with Barbara Corcoran
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"All rising to [a] great place
is by a winding stair."
- Francis Bacon

AMBC Member Names:
Bob & Ben Kincaid
Business Name:
Roadrunner Print and Ship
Business Address:
4741 E Palm Canyon Drive,
Suite C, Palm Springs CA 92264
Website: www.RRPNS.com
Facebook:
/RoadrunnerPrintandShip
Instagram: @RoadrunnerPNS
We were also voted best neighborhood print shop by Nextdoor!
What is your background? We’ve been married for 11 years
and have always wanted to own our own shop. Both of us graduated from college with associate degrees in graphic design. We
have over 40 years combined experience in the printing and
shipping industry. From working in quick print shops, commercial
print shops, a screen printing shop, as well as FedEx Office and
The UPS Stores, we’ve learned a lot along the way. We both
have a passion for helping others and working to help businesses market themselves to success.
How many years do you have in the business? January will
mark our one-year anniversary of being an opened brick and
mortar shop. We’ve had such a great response from our community and are proud to continue to offer them our services.
What are your store's core services? While we offer both printing and shipping, the core of our business is really our printing,
direct mail, and promotional products. We’re able to work with
clients on setting up total branding packages. We’ve also had
great success in being a resource for other print and ship shops
who are looking to outsource their graphic design service.
Does your business provide any unique or unusual services? When you walk in to our shop, you’d think “Wow! How can
they do what they do in such a small space?" We’re just about
900 square feet, but offer 10,000 square feet of service. We really strive to be a one-stop place for our clients. We value their
time and know that if we can save them some steps then we’re
making their job easier!

AMBC Member Name: Alaa Fawzy
Business Name: The Mail Box Store
of Naperville
Business Address: 2735 Hassert
Blvd, Suite 135, Naperville IL 60564
Website: ShipNaperville.com
What is your background? 22 years’
experience in the manufacturing of
direct mail, digital, and offset printing.
Are you new to the industry? This is
my very first business that I am planning to grow throughout my years of
expertise.
What are your store's core services?
Wide format printing, packing and shipping, and private mailboxes.
Does your business provide any
unique or unusual services? Help
our customers find what they are looking for, even if we do not offer it!
What are your growth aspirations?
To own multiple stores with the next five
years.
What brought you to AMBC? To be a
part of the community.

What are your growth aspirations? We’re already seeing our
first growth aspiration and that is hiring a part-time person to
assist with our day-to-day operations. This coming year we are
striving to grow our customer base by 20%, which is a solid number for our team.
What brought you to AMBC? We really wanted to network with
other AMBC Members and to be able to share ideas. We also
wanted to be a resource for those needing any assistance with
direct mail and graphic design services. Our core philosophy is
about being the best partner there is.
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MBC
Funnies
Straight From Our Guests' Mouths
"If they pick a letter up from my mailbox, does the
same person drop it off here?"
"You can ship to Oregon, right?"
Guest: "I want to send my application and want
to do it through the postal service. I'm going to
trust the postal service once and see how they
do."
Me: "Sure thing. Most people send these applications through FedEx so it has a guarantee,
a signature, and real tracking. But we can do
whatever you'd like."
Guest: "Yes, I want to try the mail this time. Because, if it doesn't get there, I can sue them."
Me: "Haha. Well, you can try to sue them, but for
a small little letter I'm not sure the lawsuit would
be worth your time or taken seriously at all by
the USPS."
Guest: "I'm a law student. I want to try to sue
them if this gets lost."
(We made sure that this guest signed our terms
and conditions acknowledgement statement.)
"Are they real peanuts?"
“Are CDs considered perishable?”

"Every storm runs out of rain."
- Maya Angelou

Suggested blog post:
"How the USPS and FedEx
Cooperate to Deliver Packages"
by PostageMaker on medium.com
https://medium.com/postagemaker/howthe-usps-and-fedex-cooperate-to-deliverpackages-20c4d9027fb
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"Is just one stamp acceptable if it's going all the
way to Santa Monica?"
Guest: "Do you sell stamps?"
Me: "You bet!"
Guest: No? OK, well I thought I'd check.
Me: "Yes, we sell stamps! I'm sorry if I wasn't
clear. Let me show you our variety."
(Show guest two styles of heart stamps)
Guest: "No, I don't like hearts."
(Show guest varieties of floral stamps)
Guest: "No flowers."
(Show guest animal, art, and holiday stamps)
Guest: "No, no, no."
(Show guest flag stamps)
Guest: "Ew. I think I'll just go to the Post Office.
I want more of a selection."

What's Hot on the
AMBC Members
Facebook Group
AMBC Members, as a benefit of
membership, may participate
in the private AMBC Members
Facebook Group to network,
ask questions, get ideas, share
ideas, and grow together.
Here are some recent topics
you may have missed:

Adding wrapping paper retail
rolls as a new profit center
Dimension surcharges
FedEx drop-off checks
The FedEx SuperHub
preparing for holiday
shipments
Package sorting bucket /
bin system ideas
Vaping products and the
USPS restrictions
Printing advice regarding
current paper shortages
Card processing contacts
Quoting freight through
GO Logistic
Mailbox managing products
And more!

Suggested book:
Sparked
by Jonathan Fields
Before you order, visit sparketype.com
and take the quiz. You'll understand
better what roles you fit into in your
business, as well as what roles you'd
do well to outsource.
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If you would like to submit a letter to Ask
Uncle Marty™, please email him at marty@
ambc4me.org. Anonymity is guaranteed, and
names are always changed.

Dear Uncle Marty,
I've seen you mention a "security question" before
in Ask Uncle Marty and maybe in an article or two
you've written elsewhere. What do you mean by that?
Is it something I should be asking at my store?
Sincerely,
Still Kinda Green in Greenville
Dear Green,
Absolutely! Asking a security question is very important when screening shipments coming across your
counter, including both drop-offs and paid shipments.
It's not just any old question. It's actually an official
security question—the security question, if you will—
that has been prescribed by the United States Postal
Service and required of all USPS Approved Shippers
to ask each client, each time.
From the USPS Dangerous Goods & Export Compliance Awareness Training (DGEC) required to be
understood and signed off on by all USPS Approved
Shippers, the "standard HAZMAT question" (or, what I
like to call "the security question") that must be asked
for each package accepted is:
"Does this parcel (item, article) contain anything
liquid, fragile, perishable, or potentially hazardous
such as lithium batteries, mercury, or perfume?"
Years ago, when this requirement first came out, the
USPS sent secret shoppers to check on their USPS
Approved Shippers to make sure the question was
asked. I got secret shopped twice at my shop, and
after I aced the challenge both times, a local USPS
manager (who was himself the secret shopper) told
me that I was the only business he had visited that
got it right. It solidified my outstanding relationship
with my local Post Office and Postmaster as a trusted
partner of theirs, and not a liability.
We have this question laminated by each monitor at
each station at Uncle Marty's Shipping Office. We ask
it to everyone, regardless of carrier or drop-off / paid
shipment status. Asking it is non-negotiable. Our team
knows it by heart, and many of our regular clients do
too. In fact, Daniel, who drops off USPS boxes nearly
every day (he has a sneaker reselling business that
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must do very well) gets a kick out of reciting it back to
us each time he drops things off.
The security question on the monitor stand
at Uncle Marty’s Shipping Office

The Security Question

Because we ask the security question, we're able to
screen packages better. We're alerted to liquids and
can inspect each liquid shipment for proper packing at
that point, as well as screen for any prohibited liquids.
We're also alerted to lithium batteries and can then
screen to make sure those shipments are packaged
appropriately and sent correctly. And we're alerted to
anything fragile and other things that may be red flags
so we can address them proactively. As a result, I am
very proud to say that Uncle Marty's has probably one
of the lowest damage claim rates in our industry. Not
only does our team screen well, we also take initiative to take action once we're alerted to any potential
problems up front to provide repacking service and
get everything to its destination safely.
After we ask the security question and the transactions or drop-off interactions are complete, we have
each guest and client sign a disclaimer. It prints on
the bottom of any shipment transaction receipt or
drop-off receipt through our POS, and we're able to
edit it. Our disclaimer reads:
"I, the undersigned, understand and am abiding by
the terms and conditions posted in this store and on
unclemartysoffice.com. I confirm that none of my
articles contain anything liquid, fragile, perishable, or
potentially hazardous, such as lithium batteries, mercury, or perfume, or that any such articles have been
declared."
This signed receipt protects us and confirms that,
should a problem arise, we've done our due diligence
to make our clients aware of our terms and conditions
(check them out at unclemartysoffice.com/terms-andconditions/).

So, yes, I highly recommend asking the security
question not only because it's required by the USPS,
but also because it's just good business. The additional repacking service you'll sell will be well worth
the few seconds asking the security question takes
at each interaction, and the headaches it saves on
the back end are priceless.

The transaction receipt and drop-off receipt disclaimer signed
by each client and guest at Uncle Marty’s Shipping Office

Ship safely,
Uncle Marty

Tell Them Uncle Marty's Sent You
Dear Uncle Marty,
I've got an annoying neighbor. They're a competitor of mine and are being very agressive lately with
negativity and flat-out lying to their clients about our
business. I've tried to be nice, but the harder I try the
more aggressive and back-handed they seem to
be toward me. What should I do? I don't want to do
negative ads or spread negativity by bad-mouthing
them in my shop, but I do need to defend myself.
Sincerely,
Frustrated in Fort Myers
Dear Frustrated,
Your situation is eerily similar to my own. I can't tell
you what to do without really seeing the type of
tricks this competitor of yours is playing, but I can tell
you a little bit about a neighboring business I have
and how I've learned to deal with them.
First, let me tell you that this response is not refer-

encing Joanne, whom I mentioned in the collaborative
article I wrote with Seema and Fahim in this same issue
of MBC Today. Joanne was on the same page as I was
regarding working together for the betterment of our
community, but not all "competitors" will respond as well
as Joanne did in that example.
With Joanne retired now, the last "competitor" standing for me in my town is a carrier franchise store that
opened the same week as I did in 2011, changed hands
a few years ago, and currently remains in business right
around the corner from my shop on the very same city
block. I had a decent relationship with the former owners.
It wasn't perfect, but they were at least respectful and I
believe understood my intention to be good neighbors
and work together for the growth and benefit of both of
our businesses.
The new owners are a different story. In the spirit of not
bad-mouthing or spreading negativity, as I so respect
your attitude in your letter, I'll spare you the details and
stories I hear from former guests of theirs, from our drivers, and from other sources. Let's just say that they're
obviously threatened by Uncle Marty's and do whatever
they can to prevent their guests from learning about us.
It's flattering, really. We don't mean to be a threat. We
honestly do wish them well and know the local market is
plenty big enough for all of us to have a good slice. But,
in their minds it's a battle. And, if that's the case, we've
resolved to win by taking the high road.
The tactic we now use when dealing with this neighbor is
the polar opposite of the one they're using to "compete"
with us. While they try hard to prevent people from coming to us (or even knowing about us), we send all guests
with drop-offs for their franchisor brand to them. Sometimes, like I did today, we'll even walk someone over so
they know we brought them. Why? Because we know
that guests who experiences the environment in our
store and compare it to elsewhere almost always come
back to us more grateful and loyal than ever.
The cherry on top is that when we send people to their
store, we always ask them to "Tell them Uncle Marty's
sent you!" We want our neighbors to know how many
people we send there each day, as we still hold out hope
that one day they'll realize we're not trying to do battle,
but simply work together to build our neighborhood up.
The way to beat negativity isn't with more negativity. It's
with rising above and sharing positivity, even when it
may seem hard to do.
Keep staying positive,
Uncle Marty
Marty Johnson is an entrepreneur, writer, and business coach. He serves as Director of Communication
and Advisor to the Board for AMBC and Editor of
MBC Today. He runs Uncle Marty's Shipping Office in
Ithaca, New York, where he's also Co-Founder of the
Collegetown Small Business Alliance. Please visit him
at askunclemarty.com. #AskUncleMarty
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A Little Something Extra

AMBC Members' stories of acts of kindness they have received and how their business was brightened and strengthened as a result.

Under My Umbrellas
We used to sell umbrellas. It was on a whim that I ordered them at a gift show, figuring that maybe on a
rainy day someone would need one and pick one up. They weren't fancy. They were basic colors, with a
few fun patterns mixed in on some styles, and were priced fairly reasonably.
They sold decently at first, and we did one reorder, but then like most products after a while they found
themselves just sitting there. One day when I was dusting, I took out the box of umbrellas from the bottom shelf in our retail area where it had ended up and decided that the display and remaining umbrellas
weren't doing us any favors. There was dust on them that just wouldn't come off with my trusty Swiffer
Duster and they frankly made the shop look kind of cheap and not the aesthetic we associate with our
brand. So, I pulled them.
For a few months, the leftover not-for-sale-anymore umbrellas sat in the back storage area of our store,
near the stash of left-behind used umbrellas that probably every store ends up acquiring after they've
been in business for a while. When it rained, our team knew that they could help themselves to an umbrella so they could get home in a dry fashion. And occasionally, when a client or guest found themselves
caught in the rain, we'd give them one of the old umbrellas from the back as a gift. This always garnered
a surprise. "You're just giving me an umbrella!?" "Wait, can I pay you for this!?" and "Oh my goodness,
that's so nice of you!" were some of our common responses from our umbrella-granted guests. We loved
hearing that! We aim to surprise and delight with our unmatched level of service and community, and
handing out umbrellas on occasion exemplified this completely. So, I moved the rest of the umbrella back
stock to a special umbrella shelf under the front counter.
A few weeks ago, I was looking through promotional products online to find something to order for holiday
gifts. Every year, we try to get something fun with our brand on it to give to our best clients, drivers, staff,
family, and friends. We've done a few styles of hats, duffle bags, and a few other cool things over the
years. When I was perusing the selection, a coworker of mine said, "What about umbrellas?" And the light
bulb went off in both of our minds. Why don't we get our brand put on some umbrellas so that when we
give them out they'll act as walking-around-town ads? It was brilliant! A few minutes later, an order for 100
imprinted umbrellas was processed. And about a week later, the umbrellas arrived. They were awesome!
Now, when a client comes in wet, or when a guest goes to leave to find an unexpected squall happening outside our door, we whip out one of our branded umbrellas and give it to them. Attached to each is a
note, asking them to share a picture of them with it on their socials and use a special hashtag that we use
to track where our umbrellas (and boxes and hats and bags and various other branded items) end up.
The umbrellas cost us about $7.00 each. Each time we give one out to an unsuspecting (and usually quite
wet) client or guest, we get exponentially more back in goodwill, social media posts, gratitude (often in the
form of a round of client-bought coffee for the team or a beautiful hand-written note), and client loyalty. It's
one of the best investments we've made in a long time.
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Make
Pre-Inked
Stamps
$8 to $10 in materials becomes a $25 to $30 sale
Joe Customer

123 Stamp Lane
Stampsville, XX 12345

Create a high-quality pre-inked stamp in just 3 minutes! The
system is compact, fitting nicely on the corner of a desk. Connects
to any Windows PC and operates with simple software. Ask your
industry friends if they use the Stampcreator Pro System - if they
do they probably love it!

For more details and video please visit

www.StampCreatorPro.com
Jackson Marking Products Co., Inc.
Tel: 800-782-6722 • Fax: 800-782-6732
www.RubberStampMaterials.com
info@rubber-stamp.com

Join Our Virtual Address Network
Scan
Scan your customers’ envelopes and packages using any
mobile device or document scanner.
Upload
Upload scanned mail items to the customers’ online virtual
mailbox account.
Process
Process incoming requests to either open and scan, recycle or
forward their physical mail items.

Contact Us Today

(800) 624-5866
www.postscanmail.com
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AMBC Trusted Supplier Spotlight

What products / services do you offer?
FedEx provides customers and businesses worldwide with a broad portfolio of transportation, e-commerce, and business services. Our networks reach
more than 220 countries and territories, linking more
than 99 percent of the world’s GDP. Behind it all are
our more than 570,000 team members around the
world, who are united around the Purple Promise: “I
will make every FedEx experience outstanding.”

Where to follow:
https://www.fascnet.com/
https://www.fedex.com/en-us/shipping/how-to-become-fedex-authorized-ship-center.html
Contact:
Ty Deal
Marketing Advisor
ty.deal@fedex.com

What benefits do you bring to AMBC Members?
The FedEx Authorized ShipCenter® (FASC) program is a business-building alliance between packand-ship retailers and FedEx. The program is designed to help you build your business and provide
a high-quality experience to your customers.
The FASC program is based on supporting our
mutual goals and objectives. By acting as convenient points of access to FedEx customers, FedEx
Authorized ShipCenter locations play a critical role in
the FedEx network. FedEx, in turn, supplies FedEx
Authorized ShipCenter locations with a full range
of shipping services, new sources of revenue and
exposure, free FedEx® tools and supplies, and marketing, advertising, service and information support.
What new or growing opportunities do you see
for AMBC Members in the future, and what can
you do to help them?
Returns shipping is a key area of opportunity for
AMBC Members. Steady e-commerce growth and
corresponding consumer behaviors have continued
to drive the need for returns shipping. Pack-and-ship
retailers are well suited to serve returns customers and benefit from these trends. The FASC team
is continually looking at ways to include FASCs in
returns efforts, as we feel there are great opportunities to add value while providing convenience and a
great experience for our collective customers.
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Check out new innovation
and technology policy
perspectives from FedEx at
https://www.fedex.com/en-us/
about/policy/technology-innovation.html

AMBC Trusted Supplier Directory
Supplies, products, and services from companies you can trust.
Exclusive Platinum Supplier

Bronze Suppliers

FedEx
www.fascnet.com
1 (800) 496-9310
Ground & Express Shipping

Anytime Mailbox
www.anytimemailbox.com/mailcenter
1 (866) 444-8417
Digital Mailbox Management

Office Depot
www.business.officedepot.com
Call AMBC
Discounts on over 3,500 Products

GO Logistic
www.gologistic.com
1 (419) 666-6721 x207
Affordable LTL Freight Rates

PackageMapping.com
www.packagemapping.com
Call
AMBC
International Package Shipping
Global
Package Tracking
www.internationalpackageshipping.
Services
com
1 (413) 693-0065
info@internationalpackageshipping. Refund Retriever
www.refundretriever.com
com
1
(800) 441-8085
Low-Cost International Shipping
FedEx & UPS Refund Services
ShipandInsure.com
www.shipandinsure.com
SRM Spirit Group
877-393-5310
1 (304) 280-6261
Shipping Insurance for
srmspirit@hotmail.com
Valuables
Business Coaching & Onsite Visits

Jackson Marking Products
www.rubber-stamp.com
1 (618) 242-1334
Rubber Stamp Equipment &
Supplies

ShipRite Software
www.shiprite.net
1 (315) 733-6191
POS Software & Store Posters

Gold Suppliers
Pacific Office Automation
www.pacificoffice.com
1 (855) 530-5790
National Account Copier & Print
Equipment
Silver Suppliers

PostalMate®
www.postalmate.com
1 (800) 485-6901
POS Vendor
PostScan Mail
www.postscanmail.com/
partner-signup.html
1 (800) 624-5866
support@postscanmail.com
Virtual Mailbox Solutions
Provider
Shipsurance
www.shipsurance.com
1 (866) 852-9956
Shipping Insurance

Social Status Marketing
www.socialstatusmarketing.com
1 (716) 773-2929
info@socialstatusmarketing.com
Web Design, Social Media
Management, SEO, & Branding
Services

USPS
www.usps.com
1 (800) 275-8777
Postal Shipping

"Gratitude makes
sense of our past,
brings peace for
today, and creates a
vision for tomorrow."
- Melody Beattie

Other Trusted Suppliers
Capital Live Scan
www.capitallivescan.com
1 (916) 663-3088
California Live Scan Equipment
DHL
www.dhl.com
1 (844) 697-7377
International Express Deliveries

Want more
MBC Today?
AMBC Members have
access to decades'
worth of archives at
ambc4me.org/mbc-today/
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